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Facebook Lite, the app only offers specific features that you will find in the full-function app, is getting a dark theme these days. Ironically, users of Facebook's main app are still waiting for the same feature to be added. Anyway, if you're using Facebook Lite, which is only available in some regions, mostly those with unpredictable network
connections, you'll be happy to know that a new Dark Mode option has been added to the app, AndroidPolice reports. The new dark mode switch can be found in the Settings menu, so it is very easy to find. Just enable the dark theme by flipping the switch to the right and your Facebook Lite app should go... Black. Well, it's more like a
very dark gray than black, but it's more than enough to help you get some tension out of your eyes. Facebook Lite's dark theme implementation goes beyond just a few sections of the app, so once enabled, all tabs and app menus will appear in dark gray. Reports of facebook lite's new dark mode date back to last month, but it seems that
a broader rollout has just begun, so expect to see the new feature on your phone very soon if you don't already have it. SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Source: Daniel Bader / Android Central Did you board the Apple M1 hype train with a new MacBook Air, MacBook Pro or Mac mini? Or maybe you just took the last 27-inch iMac.
Whether you just have a new desktop Mac or MacBook, or are just looking for something new to try on your existing hardware, there are plenty of apps out there to discover. But there are 10 apps that will always stand the test of time and are needed on any Mac, no matter who you are. Here are 10 must have Mac apps that will make any
Mac, M1 or not work better. Source: iMore Dropbox is a cloud storage service that allows you to easily back up vital documents, files, photos, videos, and other things, making it one of the most important must-have Mac apps. While your things are stored in Dropbox, you can access them on any other device, as long as you are connected
to the same account. Any changes to the files are saved automatically, although you can also check previous versions on the web interface if necessary. Everything you upload to Dropbox is encrypted, and there are also collaborative features that make it easy to share files with others. One thing I absolutely love about Dropbox is how it
integrates with pretty much any other app I need, so my stuff is accessible from anywhere and anywhere. A free account gives you 2GB for free (and the ability to get more space with referrals), but they have plans that start at around $11.99 for 2TB. Online backup for all your files, with integrations in all apps. Source: iMore are on Twitter
pretty much all day, every day. My favorite app is Tapbots Tweetbot. The reason I use Tweetbot on every other Twitter app is because I love the interface, as it is easy to use and provides a lot of powerful features. You can quickly search for topics that you filter and deactivate hashtags and people who temporarily (or permanently, it's up
to you), create lists, and there's support for a multi-column view. I've been using Tweetbots on my iOS and Mac devices for years - there's no other app I'd rather use. Also, you don't see promoted advertising tweets or annoying fleets. It is one of my absolutely must-have Mac apps. Tweetbot has many powerful features that make it the
best Twitter app on Mac. Source: iMore While using Safari as the default browser on my Mac, it's always good to have an alternative, especially since some things don't always work properly in Safari. For my alternative, I use Google Chrome. It syncs with your Google account, has numerous plugins and extensions to improve the browser
experience, and works better with some Google apps than Safari, like Meet. Just pay attention to your RAM, because Chrome likes to use it a lot in the end. Chrome is a great alternative browser that syncs with your Google account and has loads of plugins and extensions. Source: iMore I have a lot to do every day, so my schedule
sometimes gets really hectic. That's why I need a calendar and keep using Fantastical on my Mac. Fantastical has a beautiful easy-to-use interface and you have several views on how to look at your calendar. It integrates with iCloud, Google, Exchange, or on-premises calendar, so that any changes are saved and synced automatically.
Agenda list view is a great way to see what's displayed in your schedule, and it's easy to create events with support for natural language input. Fantastical also integrates with reminders, so you have your calendar and activities in one place. While it's switched to a subscription template, it's free to download and try, and as one of our must-
have Mac apps, there's no reason not to try it. Fantastical offers a beautiful interface for your program, and natural language input makes it easy to schedule events and reminders. Source: iMore One of the most important things you can do to protect yourself online is to have secure passwords. For this, you will want a good password
manager, which can track your passwords and other sensitive data, while helping you generate random passwords to use. With 1Password, you can create different vaults for personal and work accounts (or whatever else you need), sync your data across multiple devices (it's available on everything), and even store things like banking
information, credit card numbers, and other things that need additional security. 1Password encrypts everything so that it is secure and you can't even enter without a master password. I've been using 1Password for years and it's an app I can't help but. If you need a great password manager, 1Password is Mac must-have. Generate
secure and secure randomized passwords, track all your passwords and other sensitive data, and sync everything on all your devices. Source: iMore need do some hard drive cleaning? DaisyDisk is another must-have Mac app. This app allows you to easily see what's cluttering your hard drive with bright, colorful locks, so you can see
what takes up the most space. You can delete things directly from DaisyDisk to free up space, and it's all done in an intuitive interface that's a joy to use. Decluttering has never been more beautiful. DaisyDisk allows you to easily view what's on your hard drive, and you can delete useless files directly through DaisyDisk's intuitive drag-and-
drop interface. Source: iMore Once you start installing a lot of apps, you might find your menu bar ticked off by a lot of icons. Bartender is an app that helps you reorder that menu bar by tucking unwanted icons into some sort of secondary menu bar. With Bartender, you can choose to rearrange your icons in an order that makes more
sense to you, as well as choose what's shown in the main menu bar and what to hide in a secondary menu bar. Or, you can completely hide some elements, because they are not necessary: it is up to you. This is a must-have Mac app that would be one of the first things I put on a brand new Mac. Reorder the menu bar by rearranging and
hiding the app menu bar icons as you see fit. Source: iMore Spotlight Search in macOS is fine, but you can do much more with Alfred. Alfred is essentially Spotlight on steroids. You can run your basic search features, but you can also create workflows to make your life easier, access clipboard history at any time, view contact information,
have app integrations, text expansion, search the web, and more. You can download and use most of the basic features for free, so there's no reason why you'd miss this Mac app not to be missed. Increase your productivity like never before with Alfred, and they are many magical wonders with the keyboard. Source: Pixelmator Team
Whether you're an amateur or a pro, you may end up having to do some photo editing at some point. Pixelmator Pro is one of our favorite apps to do the job. It's a powerful photo editor that will have all the tools you need, but it's intuitive and easy to use, unlike Photoshop, which some might find intimidating. With Pixelmator Pro, you have
many professional and non-destructive editing tools, which allow you to bring the best out of your photographs. And image editing is enhanced by Pixelmator machine learning, so you can easily get the most beautiful photos ever. In addition, the price is reasonable and affordable, especially compared to the competition. Pixelmator Pro
offers professional-level tools in a simple interface easy to use for everyone. Source: Bare Bones Software, Inc. If you're looking for a professional text, code, and markup editor, you should download BBEdit. It is often used by web application developers, writers, and software developers who need powerful tools for editing, searching, and
manipulating HTML/XML text, code, and markup. Some features of BBEdit include grep grep matching, searching and replacing multiple files, project definition tools, function navigation, and syntax coloring for a wide variety of source code languages, code bending, and more. Not sure if BBEdit is what you're looking for? The app has a
30-day trial to put the app to the test, and then you can decide whether or not to purchase the full package, which has even more advanced features. But you can continue to use the free version of BBEdit as well. BBEdit is one of the best login apps out there for editing text, code, and markup. These are just some of our favorite must-
have Mac apps for any macOS user. Do you have any advice of your own? Let us know in the comments! Updated in December 2020: These are still our top app recommendations for Mac owners. We could earn a purchase fee using our links. Learn more. More.
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